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ABSTRACT
Shannon‐inspired research
tales on duality, encryption,
sampling and learning
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We will provide short research vigne es that
draw inspira on from Shannon's ground‐breaking
impact
on
modern
informa on
and
communica on systems. These reﬂect a personal
research journey and include (i) a func onal
duality between source coding and channel
coding, that is par cularly interes ng in the
presence of side‐informa on; (ii) exchangeability
between the compression and encryp on
modules in a secure and eﬃcient system; (iii) an
interes ng connec on between sampling theory
and sparse‐graph coding theory uncovered in the
se ng of mul ‐band sub‐Nyquist sampling; and,
me‐permi ng, (iv) fast sparse polynomial
learning using the power of codes.

